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SNAP ILS Requirements

INTRODUCTION
This document contains a list of requirements gathered through Focus Groups. Staff from each of the member
libraries participated in the Focus Groups. The goal of the Focus Groups was to identify ILS requirements for one
or more of the libraries.
The Priority column was completed by the Focus Group participants using a High, Medium, Low scale. If a
requirement was perceived to be of High Priority for a single library, it is listed as a High Priority in this document.
The Vendor Status column in this document was included to allow a vendor or other reviewer to designate the
state of that requirement in a specific ILS. One scale which could be used in this column is “In Production,” “In
Development”, and “Not Available.” If an item is marked as “In Development,” a date should be requested by
which the feature is expected to be in production.
Another important step in the RFP development process is to develop a weighting and scoring system that ensures
that each of the sections, and each of the items within each section, are weighted properly. Just because one
section has 30 requirements does not mean that it is three times more important than another section with only
ten requirements. Ideally, this step can be done before issuing the RFP.
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SNAP ILS Starter Requirements

CIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS
CIRCULATION - GENERAL
Item #
CIR-1

Priority
H

Function Description
Real Time
All associated files are updated in real-time as circulation
transaction is completed (patron, transaction, status, etc).
Circulation functions and statuses interact, in real time, with
all other public and staff displays.
H
Library Policies
CIR-2
Individual libraries are able to create circulation policies and
parameters such as different loan periods, fees, and expiration
structures based on item type, location, patron type or item
format
H
Offline Circ
CIR-3
Provides an offline circulation mode which allows ongoing
circulation transactions during downtime (e.g. power or
network failure) and allows uploading those transactions into
the system once full functionality is restored (describe your
capabilities in this area)
Offline Circulation Description:

CIR-4

M

CIR-5

H

Remote Access
Supports remote access to circulation staff module. Please
describe how remote access is made available.
Remote Access Description:

E-Commerce
System provides support for e-commerce (payment of
fines/fees by credit card) in staff circulation module. Each
SNAP library may utilize a unique e-commerce bank.

If your system supports e-commerce, describe equipment you
provide to support e-commerce and all costs associated with
implementing e-commerce
E-Commerce Information:

M
CIR-6
M
CIR-7
M
CIR-8

4

Define Material Types
Ability for individual libraries to define and update material
types and codes (serials, books, software, etc.)
Short Bib
Support the creation of “on the fly” bib & item records for
materials that have not been fully cataloged.
How Short Bibs Indexed
Ability for the library to determine how “on the fly” records
are indexed.
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Vendor Status

CIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS - GENERAL
Item #

Priority
M

CIR-9
H
CIR-10

M
CIR-11
H
CIR-12

Function Description
Short Bibs Searchable
Ability for library to determine whether “on the fly” records
are searchable and displayed in the OPAC
Libraries Control Blocks
Renewal of materials based on individual, library-determined
criteria related to holds, material types, locations, patron
types, and patron account status.
Libraries Control Block Admin
Individual libraries can add, edit and delete block rules for
their own library only.
Grace Periods
Individual libraries control the grace periods applicable to
their own patrons.

Please describe the criteria used to determine the grace period
for an item. For example, item type, patron type, home
library, circulating library, etc.
Grace Period Management:

H
CIR-13

Customize Check-out Receipt
Check-out receipt: header and footer text is customizable
(including title, logo and library name). Default fields should
be customizable by library and may include date, time, patron
record number, patron name, Romanized item title, item
barcode, and due date for each item.

Please list any of the information included above that is not
supported by your system.
.
Check out Receipt Limits:

M
CIR-14

H
CIR-15

M
CIR-16
H
CIR-17
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Check-out Receipt Format
The check-out receipts available for self check-out and
Circulation Desk receipts can be identical, with the same
customizations in place and can also be independently
customized by each library.
Library Defines Fee Schedules
System allows individual libraries to define and update fine
and fee schedules for processing fees, lost item fees,
photocopy charges, etc.
Historical Financial Records
Historical financial records for each SNAP library are
maintained for a library-specified time period
Backdate Module
Check-in module provides a backdate button that allows
calendar selection of date to use during check-in (stays set
until manually changed back to current day).
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Vendor Status

CIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS - GENERAL
Item #

Priority
H

CIR-18
H
CIR-19

Function Description
Save Back and Actual Check-in Date
System retains backdated check-in date and actual date checkin performed
Library Defines Renewals
System allows each library to specify their own rules for
renewals.
Please describe the criteria available for the determination of
the renewal period. For example, designated by owning
branch? Circulating branch? patron home? library, patron type
and material type, etc.

Renewal Criteria:

H
CIR-20

H
CIR-21

M
CIR-22

H
CIR-23
M
CIR-24

H
CIR-25
M
CIR-26
H
CIR-27
M
CIR-28
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Library Defines Delinquent Patron
Ability for individual libraries to determine when a specific
patron type is considered delinquent such as the amount of
monies owed, the number of lost items, etc.
Library Defines Claims Returned Actions
Ability for individual libraries to decide what rules are
associated with an item being marked “claims returned.” For
example, each library could decide if the patron is blocked
after a specific number of “claims returned” items on their
record.
Supports Processing and Service Fees
System allows individual libraries to collect money for
processing and service fees such as photocopying charges,
damaged items, processing fees, membership fees, etc.
Fine Fee Info Displayed
Basic bibliographic information such as title, author and call
number are displayed for each fine/fee
Calculate Dates based on Open Days
System supports an option to allow each library to decide if
they would like to calculate due dates and fines based on days
each library is open and ignore the days the library is closed.
Can Bill By Minute or Day
Fines are billable by minute, hour, day, overnight, week,
semester, or as otherwise defined by the library
Staff Transactions Logged
System maintains link between staff login identity and charge
transactions
In House Usage
System can track “in house” usage and maintain this
information with each item record
Methods of Discharge
Items can be discharged through the scanning of the barcode,
reading of the barcode on an RFID tag, or through the manual
entry of the item ID number

SNAP ILS Requirements

Vendor Status

CIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS - GENERAL
Item #

Priority
H

CIR-29

M
CIR-30
M
CIR-31

Function Description
Libraries Define Receipts
Individual libraries can determine which receipts (items
discharged, list of all checkouts, pending holds, overdues,
fines & fees) are available and which automatically print at
discharge
Set Patron Notice Preference
System allows the staff to set preferences for patrons for the
type and format of notices sent.
Rotating Collections
System supports rotating collections (e.g. specified category
of material that is rotated from library to the next on a libraryspecified schedule).

Describe how your system supports rotating collections.
Rotating Collection Support Description:

CIR-32

H

CIR-33

M

Floating Collections
System supports floating collections (e.g. specified category
of material that should be re-shelved at the library to which it
was returned). Items would float only to libraries within the
same jurisdiction (between branches of a single library entity).
Describe how your system supports floating collections.
Floating Collection Support Description:

M
CIR-34
M
CIR-35

H
CIR--36

Libraries Define Bib or Item Level Holds Allowed
Allows individual libraries to determine if patrons can place
title or bib level holds
Display of Other Records
Ability to display acquisitions and cataloging information in a
read-only form in the circulation staff module.
Action of Statuses
System allows individual libraries to define the statuses which
cause an item to be suppressed from the OPAC and/or forbid
holds from being placed.
Supports barcodes in use by SNAP libraries
System supports all of the barcode formats listed in the chart
below. If there are any compatibility issues or limitations,
please describe.

Barcode Compatibility Issues:

7
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Vendor Status

CIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS - GENERAL

Library
SNAP – General

Patron Barcodes
All 14 digit barcodes, with a check
digit. Each library has unique
prefix. Type 3, Codabar.
Benicia
Prefix is 27240.
Dixon
Prefix is 21179.
Napa County
Prefix is 21128.
Napa Valley College
Prefix is 27241.
Solano County
Prefix is 21177
Solano Community College
Prefix is 27045.
St. Helena
Prefix is 27242
SNAP Remote
Prefix is 21199
Support for SNAP barcode description:
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Item Barcodes
All 14 digit barcodes, with a
check digit. Each library has
unique prefix. Type 3, Codabar
Prefix is 37240.
Prefix is 31179.
Prefix is 31128.
Prefix is 37241.
Prefix is 31177.
Prefix is 37045.
Prefix is 37242

CIRCULATION - PATRON RECORDS
Item #
PAT-1

Priority
L

Function Description
Upload Patron Records
System has a easy way to upload patron information from
outside sources.

Describe how your system supports ongoing loads of new and
updated patron information from outside source such as the
college student management system.
Patron Record Load Options:

H
PAT-2
H
PAT-3
L
PAT-4
M
PAT-5
H
PAT-6
H
PAT-7
H
PAT-8

Manually Manage Patron Records
Supports the manual entry, update and deletion of patron
records
Multiple Patron Types
Supports multiple patron types, with differing circulation
rules assigned to each type
Annual Fee
Supports patron type requiring an annual fee for access
Unlimited Patron Transactions
There are no limits on the number of transactions associated
with any patron record. If there are limits, please describe.
Multiple Mailing Addresses
Multiple mailing addresses can be assigned to a patron, with
one address designated as primary
Keep Expired Records with Pending Transactions
Maintains expired patron records in system when outstanding
transactions are present
Batch Purge Patron Records
Allows individual libraries to delete or purge expired patron
records from the system in a batch mode while maintaining
records with outstanding transactions.

Describe the choices available for selecting records to be
deleted and who has permission to perform these actions.
Batch Patron Purge Criteria:

M
PAT-9

Library Defines Patrons Notes
Allows library staff to determine pre-set group of standard
notes to be selected and assigned to a patron record.

Please note any character limit for Patron Notes?
Patron Note Limitations:

H
PAT-10
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Free Text Patron Notes
Maintains free-text notes fields for each patron record.
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Vendor Status

CIRCULATION REQUIRMENTS – PATRON RECORDS

Item #

Priority

H
PAT-11
H
PAT-12

Function Description
Please note any character limit for Free Text Patron Notes.
Copy Similar Patron Records
Allows copying a patron record to generate a new, similar
record (e.g. sibling or spouse cards).
Merge Patron Records
Allows merging patron records.
Please describe the process for merging patron records and
the result of the merge. For example, what information is
retained and what is deleted?

Merge Patron Process:

PAT-13

H

Track Patrons Claims
Patron record maintains list of number of claims returned,
claimed not checked out, damaged, and lost items.
Describe how each type of claim is calculated in your system.

Describe Claims Statuses Available:

M
PAT-14

H
PAT-15

Flag Collections
Automatically flags patron records for Collections processing
if account is greater than an individual libraries’ configurable
limit or some number of library-configurable number of days
has elapsed since billing notice.
Support for Two Last Names
System provides two last name fields to accommodate
Hispanic surnames (frequently Hispanic patrons have two last
names and do not use a hyphen). An alternative option would
be an “other” field which could be used for the second
surname or an item such as a Jr. / Sr. designation. For
example: Gabriel Garcia Marquez (where Garcia and
Marquez are both recognized as searchable last names) or
John Smith Jr. (with the Jr. in its own field).

Describe how your system supports patron records with two last names:

M
PAT-16

Patron record indexing
System allows individual libraries to define the fields indexed
in the patron record for searching in the circulation module.

Describe any restrictions on what patron record fields can be searched:
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Vendor Status

CIRCULATION - STAFF INTERFACE
Item #
STF-1

Priority
H

STF-2

H

STF-3

M

Function Description
Staff Can Add Item Record Notes
Allows authorized staff to enter information into the item
record notes fields during check-in and check-out.
Placing Patron Holds
System allows authorized staff to place holds for the selected
patron during check-in and check-out.
User Selectable Confirmation Beeps
Provides library-configurable visual and/or auditory signals
for staff when scan of item and patron barcodes during checkin or check-out is complete and the transaction has been
recorded.
Describe the options available below.

Confirmation Options:

STF-4

M

User Selectable Alert Beeps
Provides library-configurable visual and/or auditory signals
for staff when a barcode is not accepted or when item or
patron involved in the transaction has an exception or block in
the system (e.g item has a recall/hold, item is on reserve, item
has “on the fly” record, processing needs to be completed on
the item, material type or location requires special treatment
(e.g. DVD), or checkout when the patron record is expired, the
patron record indicates the card has been lost, patron owes
excessive fines (as defined by the library).
Describe the options below:

Alert Options:

M
STF-5
H
STF-6
H
STF-7
H
STF-8
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Print Options
Patron and item record screens provide multiple options to
print single and multiple records.
Copy/Paste
All screens support copy and paste
Staff Can Place Block with Note
Allows staff with appropriate permissions to manually place a
block on a patron record, with an explanatory note
Staff Can Remove Block
Allows staff with appropriate permissions to add, remove and
override blocks against specific item or patron records which
belong to the individual libraries.
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Vendor Status

CIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS -- STAFF INTERFACE

Item #

Priority
H

Function Description
Vendor Status
Multiple Ways to Retrieve Items
STF-9
Library staff can retrieve items through the circulation
interface by Item ID number, call number, author, title, patron
ID and patron name.
If any of the above fields cannot be used to retrieve items through circulation interface, please
advise. Also indicated any other fields that can be used (even if we haven’t listed them).

H
STF-10
L
STF-11
H
STF-12
H
STF-13
M
STF-14

M
STF-15

M
STF-16

H
STF-17

Renew Single Item or Batches
Allows renewal of one or more items checked out to a single
patron in one action
Staff Can Recall
Allows staff with appropriate permissions to initiate recalls.
Staff Can Place Holds for Patrons
Allows staff to place holds on specific item or on a title on
behalf of a patron
Display Number of Holds
System displays the number of holds on an item in the staff
interface in the main item record display.
Staff Can Forgive Fines
Authorized staff can waive or “forgive” unpaid fines and fees
and mark records as “bad dept” and enter a note related to the
action.
Assign New Barcode and Keep Old
Allows staff to assign new patron barcode to patron record
while maintaining the original barcode number in the new
patron record.
Cannot Delete Patrons with Fines
Disallows the deletion of patron records with outstanding
transactions (checkouts, holds or fines/fees) on a one-by-one
basis through the circulation module.
Multiple Ways to Search for Patron
Ability to search for patron records using library-defined
criteria such as barcode, name, University ID, email address,
etc.

Describe all the ways a patron can be looked up.

M
STF-18

H
STF-19

Patron Info Displayed During Checkout
During check-out, the staff circulation module displays the
patron name, ID number, patron type, items checked out and
the due date and any notes associated with the patron
Display Blocks Highlighted
In staff circulation module, the patron display highlights the
fact that a patron is blocked.

Please provide a screen shot showing a patron record with a block:

12
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CIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS -- STAFF INTERFACE

Item #

Priority
M

STF-20
M
STF-21
H
STF-22

H
STF-23
H
STF-24
H
STF-25
M
STF-26

M
STF-27
M
STF-28
M
STF-29
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Function Description
Display Due Time
If loan period is in hours or minutes, the due date and time are
both be displayed in the circulation interface
Staff Can Override Due Date/Time
Staff with appropriate permissions can override the due
date/time during the charge process
Indicate Damaged Item During Checkout
The system allows library staff to flag a record as damaged,
create a hold and enter a note during the check-out process
(e.g. damaged items) and without exiting the circulation
module
Fines Calculated at Discharge
Fines and fees are automatically calculated at discharge and
displayed in the circulation interface of the staff client
Staff Can Accept Partial Payments
Ability for authorized staff to accept full or partial payment
for fines/fees during check-in
Staff Can Display Paid and Unpaid Fees
Ability for authorized staff to display both paid unpaid fines
Payment Goes to Oldest Fee but is Override-able
The system allows authorized staff to determine what item a
payment is intended for but should default to oldest fine/fee if
no selection is made
Display Notices Sent
Number of overdue, lost and billing notices sent is displayed
in the circulation interface for items and patrons.
Staff and Patron PIN
System provides a way to authenticate a patron PIN from the
staff interface and staff can reset PINs without seeing old PIN.
Predicting Fines & Fees
System provides the ability for library staff to predict the fines
and fees associated with an item if patron returned the item
“today.”

SNAP ILS Requirements

Vendor Status

CIRCULATION - PATRON SELF-SERVICES
Item #
SSV-1

Priority
H

M
SSV-2

M
SSV-3

Function Description
Patron Login
Allows patron to log-in to their library account using their
patron id and other criteria determined by each individual
library (last name, PIN, etc.)
Patron Update Info
Allows authenticated patron to update information in their
patron record, with library control of which fields are
available for editing
Patrons Can Batch Renew
Allows patrons to batch renew multiple, appropriate items in a
single action.

M

Patrons Can Renew Overdue Items
System allows each library to determine if patrons can renew
overdue items

M

Patron Renew without Item
System allows patrons to renew items without having the
physical item in hand.
Patron Can Batch Cancel Holds
Allows patrons to cancel multiple holds in a batch or single
action.
Dynamic Display of Holds During Checkout
Self check-out station displays the titles of any hold that is
ready for pickup, then removes each hold as the item is
checked out.
Pay by Credit Card
Allows patrons to pay library fines with credit cards including
partials charges on selected items in fines list
Pay for Family Members
Allows patrons to pay library fines, renew items and cancel
holds on accounts associated with their own (e.g. parent-child,
family accounts).

SSV-4

SSV-5
M
SSV-6
H
SSV-7

M
SSV-8
M
SSV-9

Please describe how “family cards” work in your system.
Family Card Options:

M
SSV-10
H
SSV-11

14

Receipts Optional
Receipt printing is optional at self check-out stations.
Staff View of Patron History
System-wide option available to disable staff view of the
patron history.
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Vendor Status

CIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS – PATRON SELF-SERVICES

Item #

Priority
M

SSV-12

Function Description
Receipt Types Offered
At the self-check stations, patrons are given the ability to print
different types of receipts such as items checked out in
session; all items checked out; fines & fees; items on hold, etc.

Please describe the types of information available in this area.

M
SSV-13
M
SSV-14

15

Send to Email Option
System provides an option to the patron to send any receipts to
them via email.
Patron Item Note
Allows patron to put a free-text note on an item when they
check it out.
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Vendor Status

CIRCULATION - NOTICES
Item #

Priority

Function Description

NOT-1

L

Patron Can Waive Notices
Ability for patron to waive specific types of notices (e.g. courtesy notices
or first overdue notices). Ability to make some types of notices mandatory
(e.g. final overdue notice).
Libraries Customize Notices
Individual libraries can create and update the text and format of all print,
text (SMS) and email notices related to overdue items, holds, recalls, and
bills. Text of notices is customizable by library, patron and material type.
Libraries Defines Bib and Item Info on Notices
System allows the individual libraries to determine the bibliographic and
item information included in the different notices
SMS (Text) Notices
System provides support for SMS notices.
Consolidate Notices
Ability to consolidate multiple notices within a single email, phone call, or
mailing per patron per day.

M
NOT-2

H
NOT-3
H
NOT-4
M
NOT-5

Describe what options are available in your system for consolidating
notices.
Consolidating Notice Options:

L
NOT-6
H
NOT-7

Calculated Fields in Notices
Content in notices can include calculated fields , e.g. a link to the patron's
home library location, or differing information based on patron type.
Libraries Define Notices Options
Method of notice delivery options is determined by the individual library
(email, text, phone or print).

Please describe the methods of delivery which are available, which notices
can be sent through each method and who can control the notice production
(patron, individual library, system-wide).
Notice Delivery Options:

H
NOT-8
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Non-print Notices
All notices produced are available to be sent in at least one non-print
format.
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Vendor
Status

CIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS -- NOTICES

Item #

Priority

Function Description

M

Bounced Email Process
Bounced email notices prevent further emails to the patron; notices are sent
by phone; patron record receives a message for staff to request a new email
address; OPAC displays message to patron to update email address;
messages are removed and delivery resumed when a new email address is
entered.

NOT-9

Vendor
Status

Indicate which (if any) of the steps described above are not automatically included in the process for handling
bounced emails in your system:

NOT-10

M

Multiple Electronic Notices Options
Multiple electronic notification methods can be associated with a patron,
with options for utilizing any of them for different purposes (e.g. email
addresses for event notification, texting for “hold is ready for pickup, email
for overdue notice, etc)

Describe the options patrons have for using different email addresses, telephone, and texting for different
purposes:

M
NOT-11
M
NOT-12
M
NOT-13

Item Available Notice
“Item available” notices are an option when items with existing holds are
discharged
Library Defines Notices Schedule
Each library can determine the schedule for generating and sending notices
Numbers of Overdue Notices
There is a minimum of three overdue notices which can be sent according
to a schedule specified by each library.

Describe how many overdue and notices are available in your system:

M
NOT-14
L
NOT-15
M
NOT-16

Courtesy Notices
System supports sending courtesy notices prior to the due date for checkedout items
Automatic & On-Demand Billing Notices
System supports automatic and on-demand creation of billing notices
Variables for Notices
The following information related to overdue, lost, or damaged items is
available for insertion into library-defined notices: Item ID number, author,
title, call number, date due, amount of assessment, reason for assessment,
date of assessment, processing or service fee assessed, payments or waivers
made and date payment posted.

Describe all variables available in your notices:

17
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CIRCULATION - HOLDS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

HLD-1

M

HLD-2

M

HLD-3

M

HLD-4

M

HLD-5

M

HLD-6

M

HLD-7

M

HLD-8

M

HLD-9

M

HLD-10

M

HLD-11

H

HLD-12

H

HLD-13

H

Automatic Holds Slip
System can automatically print a hold slip during the discharge process for
items that should be routed to the hold shelf
Customize Holds Slips
Hold slips can be customized to include any field from the patron record
and/or item record, in any position and orientation on the slip. Font, font
size, and font weight are customizable. In addition, hold slip
may include a branch symbol (gif or jpg format).
Freezing Retains Position in Queue
Holds can be frozen (made inactive) by staff or by patron without patron
losing their position in the Hold queue
On Shelf Holds Cannot be Frozen
Holds cannot be frozen once they are on the Holds shelf
Restrict Holds
System allows individual libraries to restrict or allow holds based on patron
type, patron account status, item type or any combination of these criteria.
Library Allow Holds on Local Items
Individual libraries can allow or disallow patrons placing holds on locally
available items
Hold Reports
Ability to report on number of holds placed, triggered, filled by pickup
location, filled by another location, expired on hold shelf, and cancelled,
time to fill; time to pick up. System-wide and per location.
Staff Can Change Hold Queue Position
Authorized staff can redefine the position of a patron in a holds queue to
anywhere in the queue.
Pickup Location Default
Pickup location defaults to patron’s home library
Hold Wanted Dates
Patrons can specify date parameters on hold requests (e.g. not wanted before
and not wanted after dates)
Staff Can Transfer Holds Between Records
Authorized staff can transfer holds (singly or in batches) from one record to
another and holds will be reorganized into date-placed order.
Change Pick-up Location
Patrons can change pick-up location of holds (singly or in batches) as long
as the items are not yet in process
Customize Pull List
Pull list (list of holds to be pulled by each library) can be customized by
each library including fields displaying in pull list and the order of the items
(in order to optimize picking). Fields length in the display should be
determined by each library.

Please provide some sample screen shots of the pull list available in your
system.
Sample Pull List Screen Shots:

18
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Vendor
Status

CIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS -- HOLDS

HLD-14

M

HLD-15

M

HLD-16

H

HLD-17

M

Clear Hold Shelf Process (Expired Holds)
System includes a “clear hold shelf process” includes printing a pull list that
is sortable in a library specified order (to match the order they have been
shelved)
Cancel Hold when Same Title Checked out
If a patron checks out a title that is on their hold list, the title on their hold
list can be canceled.
Limiting Holds
System provides a way to limit the placement of holds by patrons according
to both the home and owning location for an item.
Hold Management
Holds management is robust enough to handle all the scenarios of SNAP
libraries.

Describe the different mechanisms in place for controlling and managing
holds.
Hold Management Options:
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CIRCULATION - RESERVES
Item #

Priority

Function Description

RSV-1

M

RSV-2

H

RSV-3

M

RSV-4

M

RSV-5

H

RSV-6

H

RSV-7

H

RSV-8

M

RSV-9

L

RSV-10

H

RSV-11

H

RSV-12

H

RSV-13

H

RSV-14

M

RSV-15

H

RSV-16

H

Electronic Reserves
System supports electronic reserves (linking URLs to an instructor and/or
course)
Reserve Activity Status
The reserves functions and statuses interact, in real time, with all other public
and staff modules
“On the Fly” Records
System allows the creation of “on the fly” bibliographic and item records for
uncataloged items going onto reserve
Record Templates
System supports multiple template or default records which can be customized
by authorized library staff for inputting “on the fly” reserve bibliographic and
item records
Reserve Fines & Fees
Loan, fee and fine parameters for reserve should be configurable separately
from other circulation parameters
Searching Reserve Items
Reserve items should be searchable by course name/number, instructor,
department, call number, title, author, item ID and item barcode
One Item—Multiple Courses
System allows single item to be on reserve for more than one instructor/course
Hourly Loan Extensions
System offers the option to automatically extend hourly loan periods after a
certain time of day, determined by each library and the calendar for that library.
User Login Requirement
System offers the option to limit access to reserve items and require a user login
Interoperability
System allows the dynamic interoperability between circulation and reserve
subsystems within the staff interface
Statistics
System maintains regular circulation statistics such as number of circulations,
location when item is placed on temporary reserve from the main collection and
items on permanent reserve.
Course Withdrawal
System allows authorized staff to globally withdraw all records for a specified
course
Reserve Items in Public Interface
System allows search and retrieval of reserve items through the OPAC or
Discovery Layer
Re-activating Courses
System provides a simple way to maintain reserve list for course or instructor
which can be “re-activated” on demand
Limiting Holds
System is able to limit which reserve materials are available for holds (e.g. no
holds allowed on reserve items)
Date based Withdrawal
System allows for global withdrawal of temporary reserves by specified date
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Vendor
Status

CIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS -- RESERVES

Item #

Priority

Function Description

RSV-17

H

RSV-18

H

RSV-19

H

RSV-20

H

RSV-21

M

Multiple Reserve Rules
System allows for various reserves item types and differing load periods and/or
status (e.g. in-house only vs. can take from library, etc.)
Reports
System provides reports on reserve items by course name/number and by
instructor and should include the title of each item.
Statistics
System provides statistics on the number of items checked out from reserve by
time period, type, and format and should include title information for each item.
Reserve Removal List
System provides online and printed lists of reserve items due for removal from
reserve and excluding from the list those items on reserve for more than one
course until the last indicated removal date arrives
Blocked Patron Access
System allows patrons with blocks on their records to borrow reserve items
without requiring a supervisory over-ride but only display a message regarding
the block.
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Vendor
Status

CIRCULATION REPORTS

Item #
CRP-1

Priority

Function Description

H

Circ Reports Available
The following reports are available to all circulation staff with appropriate
permissions to run at any time:
1. Items charged/discharged
2. Items renewed
3. Items with overdue status
4. Items recalled
5. Items on “hold shelf”
6. Overrides allowed for patrons
7. Missing items
8. ”On the fly” records
9. Lost/missing items
10. In-house material use
11. Financial reports (money received for various fees for specific time
periods)
12. Number of juvenile patrons by library
13. Inactive patrons (defined by date of last use)
14. All activities and transactions related to a single item or groups of
items
15. Use of online materials
16. Federated search and database usage
17. Number of cardholders (based on date of last use)
18. Item circulation counts by year, for up to 3 years
19. Items added and number of volumes added by type of material
(children, adult, etc.)
20. checkouts of ebooks by individual library and across the consortia

Indicate any of the reports which are NOT available.
Circulation Reports Not Available:

CRP-2

M

CRP-3

M

CRP-4

M

CRP-5

H

CRP-6

H
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Distinguish Between Overdue Types
Overdue reports distinguish among fines and fees associated with overdue
recalled items, overdue reserve items and regular overdue items
Delinquent Patrons Reports
System provides a report of delinquent and blocked patrons, with limits
available by date, total amount owed and type of block (all types of blocks)
Not Circulated Reports
System provides a report of items not circulated over specified period of
time, limited by location and material type
Customize Reports
Ability to fully customize layout and appearance of circulation reports.
Ability to display, print, email, or save report to standard formats including
CSV and Excel, as well as to customizable formats.
Statistical Reports
Statistical reports are available at multiple levels, including collection,
specific call number ranges, bibliographic and item records

SNAP ILS Starter Requirements

Vendor
Status

CIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS -- CIRCULATION REPORTS

Priority

Function Description

Item #
CRP-7

M

CRP-8

H

CRP-9

H

CRP-10

H

CRP-11

M

Fines an Fees for Time Period, Cost Type and Patron Type
System provides a report of fines/fees owed, limiting report to a specific
time frame, total cost type of charge and/or type of patron
Monthly and Annual Reports
System provides monthly and annual circulation reports which can
compared for multiple years
All Reports Exportable
Report data is exportable to spreadsheets (e.g. MS Excel)
Custom Reports Can Be Saved
Custom reports can be stored, retrieved and re-run
Identifies In Library Users
Reports differentiate in-library users from those accessing from outside of
library
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Vendor
Status

USER INTERFACE (OPAC OR DISCOVERY LAYER)
Please respond to all the following questions referencing a single interface. If you have more than one interface to
choose from, you may duplicate this section and respond to all questions a second time for the second interface.

USER INTERFACE - GENERAL
Item #

Priority

Function Description

OPC-1

H

OPC-2

H

OPC-3

H

OPC-4

M

OPC-5

H

OPC-6

H

OPC-7

H

3P Discovery
Individual libraries can use a 3rd party discovery interface instead of your
system’s OPAC to search the catalog, for example, Serials Solution’s 360
Search is used by Solano Community College.
Embedded Catalog Search (widget)
Libraries can embed a catalog search box into their own CMS-managed
website. SNAP libraries are currently using:
 Ektron
 Drupal
 SharePoint
Default Search Box by Library
Default search box does not require the user to select a search type. Each
SNAP Library allowed to define the default search type for their users.
Customizable OPAC
System allows individual libraries to have a separate, customizable interface
to the catalog with local branding
Web Compliant OPAC
System provides a consistent, predictable and uniform graphical user
interface, available through the most common web browsers. Please list all
browsers which are compatible. Please provide a report from
http://validator.w3.org/ as an appendix to your response.
Contact Library on OPAC
System provides a mechanism for patrons to contact their own local library
staff to request services such as document delivery or reference questions.
Library Chat/IM Service
System supports the integration of IM or Chat services utilized by the
libraries, such as Meebo, 24/7 and QuestionPoint.

Please describe how your system integrates with this type of tool.
Integration with Chat/IM Services

OPC-8

H

OPC-9

M

OPC-10

H
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Customize Circulation Status
Ability for SNAP to define and update the wording displayed for circulation
statuses in the OPAC (e.g. on shelf, checked out, in transit, etc.)
On Order Titles Only Option
Patrons can limit searches in the catalog to on-order titles
OpenURL Support
System provides an OpenURL resolver for accessing online resources

SNAP ILS Starter Requirements

Vendor
Status

USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS -- GENERAL

Item #

Priority

Function Description

OPC-11

H

OPC-12

H

System Level Defined Indices
System allows SNAP to determine the indexes to be created for the system
and the searchable fields to be included in each index
Accessibility
System provides for Section 508 and ADA requirements pertinent to
California.
Please describe how your system accommodates vision impaired users.

Reference new CA state law…
Accommodations for visually impaired users:

OPC-13

H

OPAC Tutorials
System provides OPAC online tutorials and help files.
If so, what parts can be modified and what methodologies are made
available for the editing? Can the libraries add video, insert their own
examples, etc.)

OPAC Tutorial Customization Options:

OPC-14

H

Customizable OPAC Tutorials
Online tutorials and help files can be customized by individual libraries.

OPC-15

H

Authentication
System provides authentication for online services? If so, please describe
how your system permits and restricts access to different resources.
Can your system support the use of alternative authentication methodologies
for some of the SNAP libraries? For example, EZProxy?

Support for Authentication Methodologies:

OPC-16

H

Supports Cover Art
Supports vendor supplied book covers.
List all cover art vendors which are supported by your system.

Cover Art Support:

H
OPC-17

Supports Book Reviews
Supports vendor supplied book reviews.
List all book review vendors which are supported by your system.

Book Review Support:
25
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Vendor
Status

USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS -- GENERAL

Item #

Priority

H
OPC-18
User Tag Support:

Function Description

Supports User Tags
Allows users to create their own tags.

H
Supports User Comments
OPC-19
Allows users to add comments.
User Comment Support:

H
Supports User Book Reviews
OPC-20
Allows users to add book reviews
User Book Review Support:

H
Supports User Book Rating
OPC-21
Allows users to rate material
User Book Rating Support:

M
OPC-22
M
OPC-23

RSS Feeds
System offers patrons the option of subscribing to an RSS feed for their
local library.
Volumes Distinct from Items
System distinguishes between volume specific holds and item/copy holds.
For example, Season 5 is different than copy 5 of the same title).

Describe how these types of records are differentiated in the user interface.
Volume versus Item Display and Hold Features:

H
OPC-24
H
OPC-25
M
OPC-26
M
OPC-27

Circ History Controlled by Patron
Allow patron to determine if a circulation history is kept
Patron Reading List and Holds
Allows patrons to create and manage reading lists, change order of items in
list and manage holds from reading list.
Facebook Support
Supports the “like” feature from Facebook.
Patrons Can Cancel Multiple Holds
Allow patrons to cancel multiple hold requests in a single action.

Please describe how your system provides this capability.
Cancelling multiple holds:
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Vendor
Status

USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS -- GENERAL

Item #

OPC-28
OPC-29

Priority

Function Description

M

List of Checked Out Items
Patrons can print out list of items they currently have checked out.
Number Holds on Record Displays to Patron
Patrons can see how many holds exist on a record when placing a hold.

M

If yes, include screenshots of display options.
Holds Display Screen Shots:

OPC-30

H

H
OPC-31
H
OPC-32
L
OPC-33
L
OPC-34
H
OPC-35

OPAC Reports
System provides general usage statistics for web interface, such as:
1. number of searches for each access point (title, author, etc.)
2. number of search queries entered
3. number and type of error messages received by users
Persistent URL’s
Persistent URLs are available for individual bibliographic records and
searches in the catalog.
Embed Search in Facebook
The system provides the ability for any user to embed a catalog search form
on their Facebook page.
Support for Google +1
Support for Google search recommendations using Google +1. See
http://www.google.com/+1/button/
Support for PInterest
Support for PInterest, an online pinboard for sharing websites. See
http:/pinterest.com.
Mobile Interface
System supports a mobile interface for use on smart phones and PC tablets.

Describe the mobile interface available, including which devices and
functionality are supported
Mobile Interface Description:
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Vendor
Status

USER INTERFACE - SEARCHING
Item #

Priority

Function Description

SRCH-1

H

Novice and Advanced Search
Supports novice and advanced user searching

Provide screen shots of each search screen.
Example Search Screens:

SRCH-2

H

Boolean Operators
Supports advanced searching interface using multiple Boolean operators
(AND, OR, NOT, BUT NOT)
List operators supported and indicate if individual libraries may select
which operators to make available to their users.

Boolean Support:

SRCH-3

H

SRCH-4

M

SRCH-5

H

SRCH-6

H

Keyword Proximity
Provides advanced searching using keyword proximity
Number Searches
System supports an optional number search, which includes call number,
ISBN, ISSN, LCCN, OCLC number, government document number,
barcode number, bibliographic record number, title control number, local
control number, and item record number.
Full-Text and Phrase Search
Full-text and phrase keyword searching is available.
Limiters
System provides the following methods for limiting searches:
1. owning library
2. branch
3. date/date range
4. format
5. language
6. location
7. specific collection
8. circulation status
9. genre
10. reading level (from multiple MARC tag/subfield combinations)
11. availability (defined by individual libraries)
12. electronic resource

List any of the above options that are not included.
Limiting Options Not Available:
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Vendor
Status

USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS -- SEARCHING

Item #

Priority

Function Description

SRCH-7

H

SRCH-8

H

SRCH-9

H

SRCH-10

H

Multiple Limits Available in Search
System provides the ability to use more than one limiting criteria in a
single search (e.g. location and language or circulation status and format).
Manage Results List
Search results can be refined, limited, and sorted from the initial results list.
All search criteria are remembered when search results are refined, limited,
or sorted (i.e. “breadcrumb” control).
Browse
Ability to browse catalog by author, title, subjects, call number, series, and
format.
Library Scope
Provides option to search a single library and other library catalogs with
single click? Drop-down select? filter? facet?

SRCH-11

H

Library Defines Default Search Scope
Individual libraries can determine what the default catalog search will be
(local library, all libraries, selected libraries)

SRCH-12

M

Recall Searches
Patrons and staff can recall previous search screens during a session.
Please describe the options available that would allow each library to
determine a group of computers that did not save any search history.

Search History Options:

SRCH-13

H

SRCH-14

H

SRCH-15

H

SRCH-16

H
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Spellcheck
Search interface provides spell-check, with suggested corrections for
OPAC searches
Assisted Search
System provides options to users based on “near misses” or “did you
mean” choices.
MARC Fields Supported
Ability to search appropriate MARC content note fields through keyword
and title searches (e.g. 505 tag data regarding song and short story titles)
Authority Records Used
Integrates authority records into keyword and browse searches

SNAP ILS Requirements

Vendor
Status

USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS -- SEARCHING

Item #

Priority

Function Description

SRCH-17

H

Unified Search Beyond Catalog
System provides an integrated search and display interface that
simultaneously searches the local library catalog, select commercial
databases and other web resources?

Please describe how your system integrates the various online resources of
the library through your OPAC interface, or how your system has been
integrated into other discovery layer tools such as VuFind or Evergreen).
Please include information on:
 methods utilized to search the external systems
 ability to limit what resources are available to a specific user
 ability of the user to select or limit the resources searched (e.g. books,
no journals)
Unified or Discovery Layer Search Options:

SRCH-18

H

Saved Searches
System allows logged in users to create and store searches (aka “saved
searches”).
If your system allows users to save searches, are these options available:
 Feature is turned off for every user until they “opt-in”
 Feature is simple to turn on and off
 Searches not visible through library staff module

Saved Search Options:

SRCH-19

M

Long Search Statements
System has a reasonable limit to the number of characters which can be
entered into a single search statement.
Please indicate limit in your system.

Search Term Limits:
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Vendor
Status

USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS -- SEARCHING

Item #

Priority

Function Description

SRCH-20

H

Smart Search Links from Records
Links in OPAC records execute appropriate searches in the catalog
including the following:
 click on linked subject heading to perform a subject search
 click on linked author to perform author search
 click on uniform title to perform a title search
 click a link for a series and all records in that series display
Describe all of the ways your system supports links in the OPAC.

Smart Link Support:

SRCH-21

H

Email or Download Result Set
System allows any/authenticated users to mark records and email,
download or print the marked set.
Does the emailed or downloaded record include a link back into the catalog
to place a hold, etc.?
Can you share the result set on Facebook or another social media service?

Result Set Options:

SRCH-22

H

SRCH-23

H

SRCH-24

M

Manage Stop Words
System allows a system administrator to view and edit the stop word list
Initial Articles
System ignores initial articles when included in a search unless article is
included in a phrase search (e.g. enclosed in quotes such as “The Help”)
Initial Articles – Other Languages
System handles articles in English versus other languages appropriately. or
example, initial articles in Spanish (el, la, un, una, las, los, unas, unos).

Describe how does your system handle initial articles in the public search
interface for languages other than English? F
Initial Articles in Other Languages:
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Vendor
Status

USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS -- SEARCHING

Item #

Priority

Function Description

SRCH-25

H

Sort/Reverse Sort Options
System provides the following sorting options (ascending and descending):
1. relevancy
2. author
3. title
4. subject heading
5. call number
6. date of publication
7. format
8. status
9. location
10. locally available
11. number of pages
12. geographically close

List any options from above that are not included.
Sort Options Not Available:

SRCH-26

H

SRCH-27

H

SRCH-28

H

SRCH-29

H

SRCH-30

H
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User Controlled Sort
Result set sort options are made available to the end user to control.
Multiple Levels of Sort
Users can sort result sets with more than one limiting criteria. For
example, limit a search to DVD’s that are currently available.
Truncation and Stemming
System supports truncation, stemming, adjacent searches in an advanced
search interface
Natural Language
System provides support for natural language searching in the OPAC
Same Limiters
OPAC offers same search limiters or filters for all types of searches.
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Vendor
Status

USER INTERFACE - OPAC DISPLAY
Item #

Priority

Function Description

ODSP-1

H

ODSP-2

H

ODSP-3

H

Customize OPAC Content Display
Individual SNAP libraries can define and edit the format of content in display,
print and other output
Customize OPAC Field Label Display
Individual SNAP libraries can define and edit field labels in display, print and
other output
Display Diacritics & Special Characters
Displays diacritics and non-roman scripts as well as numbers and other
special characters.

ODSP-4

H

Display Items, Holdings, Statuses
Displays item and holdings information and statuses

ODSP-5

H

Display Scope Notes
Displays scope notes from authority records

ODSP-6

H

System Defines Suppressed Fields
System allows SNAP to suppress selected fields from the OPAC interface

ODSP-7

H

ODSP-8

H

ODSP-9

H

ODSP-10

H

Display See and See Also
System displays scope notes, reference notes, “see” and “see also” references,
broader terms, related terms and narrower terms from authority records
Display Does not Display Empty See and See Also
System removes “see” and “see also” references from the public display when
they refer to headings under which there are no bibliographic records
Display Series Titles
Displays other titles in a series when a title is displayed that is a part of a
series.
Display Number Holds and Copies
System displays the number of holds on an item and the total number of
copies owned in the OPAC interface

Provide screen shot of the options available for displaying copy/hold
information.
Screen Shots of Holds versus Copies:
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Vendor
Status

USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS – OPAC DISPLAY

Item #

Priority

Function Description

ODSP-11

H

Library Defined Language Display
System supports multiple languages in the public display, customized by each
library for their own patrons, including:
 Spanish
 Tagalog

Can each SNAP library determine the languages they would like to offer to the local patrons?

ODSP-12
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L

User Language Preference
System allows users to set a language preference that determines the language
of the text displayed on the screen as well as highlighting materials in the
language they have selected.
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Vendor
Status

USER INTERFACE - CHILDREN’S CATALOG

Item #

Priority

Function Description

KIDC-1

H

KIDC-2

M

KIDC-3

M

KIDC-4

H

KIDC-5

H

Children’s Catalog
System has a catalog interface which has been specifically created for
children ages 7-12.
Customized Field Display
System provides individual library staff to customize the fields displayed, the
order of those fields and the text used to describe each field for their own
library.
Canned Searches
System provides the ability for library staff to create “canned” or prepared
searches which can be accessed through the children’s catalog.
Error Messages for Children
Error messages which display in the children’s catalog are appropriate for the
7-12 year old age group.
Automatic Limit
The children’s catalog can be set to automatically limit all searches to juvenile
materials but to exclude picture books and other materials for younger aged
children.

Vendor
Status

Limiting should enable the user to see only picture books, only children’s
graphic novels, only children’s fiction, only children’s non-fiction, only
young adult fiction, only young-adult non-fiction, etc. The idea here is that
users (staff and patrons) can limit to ANY of the different children’s or young
adult formats/collection areas and see results only in their chosen
format/collection area.
This may require limiting by the Audience Field in the MARC record, the item shelving location, the call
number or combination of fields. Please describe the options available for the automatic limiting of search
results in the children’s catalog.

KIDC-6

H

KIDC-7

H

KIDC-8

M

KIDC-9

H
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Instructions and Help Screens
Instructions and help screens have been customized to suit the appropriate
audience (e.g. how to place a hold)
Reading Level Information
System supports the loading and display of reading level information.
Resources for this data include Lexile Level, Accelerated Reader Level and
California State Reading Level Numbers.
Juvenile Ratings and Reviews
System supports the ability to add ratings and review information which is
specific to juveniles and accessed through the children’s catalog.
Special Limiters
Limiters should include branch, Lexile Level, Accelerated Reader Level and
California State Reading Level Numbers, Number of pages and availability.
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USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS - CHILDREN’S CATALOG

Item #

Priority

Function Description

KIDC-10

H

Limiters
All limiters available for the adult catalog should be available in the
children’s catalog, including:
1. Branch
2. owning library
3. date/date range
4. format
5. language
6. location
7. specific collection
8. circulation status
9. genre
10. reading Level
11. availability (defined by individual libraries)
12. electronic resource

List any options that are not included.
Limiting Options Not Available:

KIDC-11

H

KIDC-12

H
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Spell Check
Children’s catalog provides a spell check feature and/or a “did you mean”
feature.
Series Titles
When viewing a record which is a part of a series, all other titles in the series
is prominently displayed.
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Vendor
Status

CATALOGING
CATALOGING - GENERAL
Item #

Priority

Function Description

CAT-1

Not
Scored

Restrictions on Record Sizes
The maximum size of records is acceptable.

Please describe in detail the maximum size restrictions in the cataloging
module for bibliographic records, including the maximum number of items
which can be attached to a single bibliographic record.
Record Size Restrictions:

CAT-2

Not
Scored

FRBR
Supports FRBR.
Please describe how your system currently supports the Functional
Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) and any future plans.

FRBR Support/Plans:

CAT-3

M

CAT-4

M

CAT-5

M

CAT-6

M

CAT-7

H

CAT-8

H

CAT-9

H

CAT-10

H
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Bibliographic Creation Date
Maintains and displays creation date for all bibliographic records
Bibliographic Edit Date
Maintains and displays last edit date for all bibliographic records
Institutional Create/Edit Information
System displays the SNAP institution which created and last edited a
bibliographic record.
Tracking Edits
System tracks the creation and edit history for each bibliographic record and
provides a mechanism for displaying this information.
Importing Bibliographic Records
Supports real-time importing from OCLC, LC and other sources on a recordby-record basis
Authority Processing
All bibliographic records which are added to the catalog are put through the
same authorization process to validate the fields that are authority controlled.
Connexion Compatibility
Full compatibility with OCLC Connexion for editing and transferring
bibliographic and authority records
Batch Loading
System provides a method for loading batches of bibliographic records from
different record providers such as acquisitions vendors, etc. Record sources
for SNAP currently include OCLC, OCLC WorldCat Collection Sets, OCLC
Product Services Web (NetLibrary), OverDrive E-audiobooks, Learning
Express Library, Safari Tech Books, Baker & Taylor and
BWI.
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Vendor
Status

CATALOGING REQUIREMENTS - GENERAL

Item #

Priority

Function Description

CAT-11

H

CAT-12

H

Direct Keying of Records
Supports direct keying of new bibliographic records
MARC Fixed and Variable Field Support
Supports import, export, updating, retrieval and indexing for all US MARC
fixed and variable fields, subfields, tags and indicators for bibliographic,
holdings and authority formats.

Describe how your company ensures that your system will remain current
with forthcoming MARC standard changes.
Keeping up with MARC:

CAT-13

H

CAT-14

H

CAT-15

H

CAT-16

M

MARC Holdings Record Support
Support for import, export, updating, retrieval and indexing of the full
USMARC Holdings record
Real-time indexing
Real-time indexing of new and updated bibliographic, holdings and authority
records
ALA Character Set & Diacritics
Ability for sorting, indexing, displaying and printing the ALA extended
character set, including diacritics

OPAC Preview
Ability to toggle to and from the public catalog while editing a record in staff
mode (i.e. a preview of the OPAC display)
CAT-17
M
Record Templates
Support for multiple locally-defined templates and work forms for
bibliographic, holdings and authority records
CAT-18
H
MARC Validation
Validation of MARC tags, subfields , codes, and fixed and variable length
fields for all formats for manual entry and record import
CAT-19
H
Editing & Deletion
Supports editing and deletion of all fields for all record formats
CAT-20
M
Non-Standard Field Support
Supports locally defined fields (non-standard) in the MARC record
CAT-21
M
Multiple User Edits
Multiple users can simultaneously edit the same record.
CAT-22
M
Uniform Titles
Supports indexing and searching of uniform titles and author/title
combinations
CAT-23
H
Deleting Records with Attachments
Prevents the deletion of bibliographic records which have copy/item records
attached
CAT-24
H
Spine & Label Printing
Supports multiple formats for spine and label printing
Describe the format options available for spine and label printing.
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Vendor
Status

CATALOGING REQUIREMENTS - GENERAL

Item #

Priority

CAT-25

H

CAT-28

H

CAT-29

H

CAT-30

M

CAT-31

M

Function Description

Record Suppression
Supports suppression of bibliographic, holdings and item records from the
OPAC while still available from the staff modules
CAT-26
H
Link Verifier
System provides a link verifier for URLs included in cataloging records
CAT-27
M
Non-MARC Records
Support of the import and/or conversion of records in formats other than
MARC (e.g. XML).
List other formats supported.

Record Overlay
Ability to overlay bibliographic records with records imported, with userselected multiple elements for matching and user-selected fields preserved
during overlay
Global Update
Global update capability for bibliographic, holdings and item records
Duplicate Warning
Import functions should detect and report duplicate bibliographic records
Customizing Record Validation Rules
Ability to customize the tag, field and subfield validation rules for import
and manual record creation
Include screen shots showing the customization process or describe how this
customization is supported by your system.

Customizing Record Validation Rules:

CAT-32

M

CAT-33

H

CAT-34

M

CAT-35

H

CAT-36

L

Record Cloning
Ability to copy existing bibliographic and/or item record to create new
record in staff interface
MARC Editor
Full-screen edit of MARC records using Windows editing conventions
Fixed Field Editing
Fixed field editing in a labeled display
Record Deletion
Ability to delete entire records, with de-indexing happening in real-time
Free-text Notes
Ability to add free-text notes to bibliographic, holdings and item records that
can optionally be displayed in the OPAC.
Please describe how an adding and displaying free-text notes has been
implemented in your system.
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CATALOGING REQUIREMENTS - GENERAL

Item #

Priority

Function Description

Free-text Note Options:

CAT-37

L

CAT-38

H

CAT-39

M

CAT-40

H

CAT-41

H

Order of Display
Allows staff to control the order in which the fields display within a specific
tag group
Shelf List Display
Ability to view bibliographic database by “true” shelf list order (e.g.. either
LC or Dewey)
Multiple Classification Schemas
Support for multiple classification schemas (LC, local call number, Dewey).
Merge Bibliographic records
Ability to merge bibliographic records, combining their holds queues in
order of request date
Deleting Holdings in OCLC
System automatically deletes the associated holdings record on OCLC when
a bibliographic record is deleted in the local system.

Please describe how these deletions are handled in your system.
Deleting Holdings in OCLC:

CAT-42

H

CAT-43

H

Forced Overlay
System allows library staff with the appropriate permissions to force the
automatic overlay of one bibliographic record over another during a batch
load, following rules/criteria set by library staff.
Toggle to Circulation
Ability to access circulation data and functionality for a bibliographic or item
record from the cataloging module.

Describe the method(s) available for accessing circulation data and
functionality from the cataloging module.
Accessing Circulation Functions in Cataloging:
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CATALOGING - AUTHORITY CONTROL
Item #

Priority

Function Description

AUTH-1

H

AUTH-2

H

Authority Control Capability
Provides authority control for Names, Titles, Subjects and Series
Library-specific Authority Control
Allows some libraries NOT to use authority control.

Some SNAP libraries do not make use of authority control while others do.
How would this local customization be handled in your system?
Library-specific Authority Control:

AUTH-3

H

AUTH-4

H

Searching Authority File
Support the direct searching of the authority file at least by name headings,
name/uniform title headings, uniform title headings, subject headings, series
headings and authority file unique control number
Authority Batch Loads
Batch load and import of authority records from OCLC and Backstage

Please indicate any other authority control vendors which have been utilized
with your system.
Authority Control Vendor Options:

AUTH-5

H

AUTH-6

H

AUTH-7

H

AUTH-8

H

AUTH-9

H

AUTH-10 M
AUTH-11 L

AUTH-12 H
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Overlay Authority Records
Support for overlay of authority records through import function
Form/Genre Terms
Support for LCSH and MeSH headings as well as form/genre terms
Heading Verification
Verification of authority headings; detection of unauthorized headings
Global Authority Updates
Allows global updates of entire authority fields or subfields
Updating Authorities
Allows manual updating of entire fields, portions of fields or subfields
Free-Floating & Pattern Subdivisions
Supports free-floating and pattern subdivision authentication methodology
Authority Review File
Provides review files for storing authority records which need review or
work done on them
Permissions
System has the ability to limit the editing of authority records to authorized
users only and not available to all those with permissions to edit
bibliographic or item records.
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Vendor
Status

CATALOGING - ITEM RECORDS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

ITEM-1

H

Item Record Fields
Item/copy records contain at least the following fields: barcode number,
location, call number, copy/volume number, item-specific notes, circulation
status, cost, branch and media code (format).

ITEM-2

M

ITEM-3

M

Record Customization
Supports the capability for the library to define and update the elements
included in the item/copy records
Branch Information
Item/copy records retain a original and current branch
Location Information
Item/copy records retain a original and current location
Default Values/Templates
Support for each SNAP library to define and utilize unique templates for item
records which reflect local defaults for selected fields.
Number of Item Records
Permit an unlimited number of item records to link to a single bibliographic
record

M
ITEM-4

H

ITEM-5

L

If there is a limit, please indicate below.
Limit to Item Records:

ITEM-6

L

ITEM-8

H

One Item – Multiple Bibliographic Records
Permit an item record to be attached to more than one bibliographic record
(e.g. one bibliographic record for the series and one bibliographic record for a
single monograph in the series)
Global Updates
Ability to globally change fields for a selected group of item records

Describe what information in the item record can be updated through a global
or batch process.
Global Update Options:

ITEM-9

H

ITEM-10

H

ITEM-11

H

ITEM-12

H
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Entering Barcodes
Allow barcodes to be scanned or typed
Moving Item Records
Ability to move item records from one bibliographic record to another, while
maintaining all circulation information such as holds, fines, etc.
New Barcodes
Ability to replace barcodes without losing links to item circulation and
acquisitions information
Circulation Status
Display the circulation status of each item accurately in cataloging interface
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Vendor
Status

CATALOGING REQUIREMENTS – ITEM RECORDS

Item #

Priority

Function Description

ITEM-13

H

Batch Item Conversion
Barcodes can be easily attached to a group of item records during
acquisitions.
Describe the process for assigning barcodes to a group of item records which
were created during the acquisitions process.

Multiple Barcode Assignment:
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CATALOGING REQUIREMENTS - CATALOGING REPORTS

CATALOGING REPORTS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

CTR-1

M

CTR-2

H

CTR-3

H

Custom Layout
Ability to fully customize layout and appearance of cataloging reports. Ability
to display, print, email, or save report to standard formats including CSV and
Excel, as well as to customizable formats.
Flexible Report Generator
Flexible report generator which allows user to easily query the database by
user-selected fields and criteria
Reports by Library & Branch
All reports can be limited to individual SNAP library and by branch or physical
location.

CTR-4

M

CTR-5

H

CTR-6

M

CTR-7

M

CTR-8

H

CTR-9

H

On-demand and Scheduled Reports
Reports can be run on-demand or scheduled to run automatically.
Report Limiters
System provides a report interface which allows users to limit results by library,
branch, date range, call number range and format.
New Book List
Ability to easily make a list of “new books” available to patrons through the
OPAC or general html web pages, based on user-defined criteria for “new
books”.
Broken Links
System provides a report of “broken links” from all bibliographic and item
records from supported link verification process.
Batch Overlay Report
System provides a report of any bibliographic records which are overlaid during
a batch load.
General Reports
Systems provides the following canned cataloging reports:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

number of unique full MARC bibliographic records
number of copy/item records
number of summary holdings records
number of authority records
number of all records added or deleted from the system (all record types)
by specific date
6. lists of newly cataloged records
7. list of “new books”
8. duplicate records identified in batch import
9. number of items by individual branch/location/media/format combinations
10. report of new and deleted subjects, titles, names and series
11. number of items in each location, broken out by genre
Please indicate if any of the above reports are not available in your system.
Reports not Available:
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CATALOGING REQUIREMENTS - CATALOGING REPORTS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

CTR-10

M

Collection Development Reports
System provides reports to be utilized for collection development and collection
management. For example, the number of items added or deleted in a specific
call number range, in a specific date range, in a specific location.

Please describe what reports are available in your system to help SNAP with
collection development and management.
Collection Development Reports:

CTR-11

H

Annual State Reporting Requirements.
System provides canned reports that are need for California reporting
requirements.
There are a number of reports which are required to gather the information
necessary for annual state reporting. Each report would have to be specific to
each individual SNAP library. Information required includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Number of Children’s Books Added
Number of Books for Young Adults in Collection
Number of Government Documents
Number of Electronic Books
Number of Physical Audio Books
Number of Downloadable Audio Books
Number of Physical Videos
Number of Downloadable Videos
Number of Children’s Audio Books
Number of Children’s Videos

Describe how these annual figures would be made available in your system.
Annual Reporting Requirements:
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ACQUISITIONS
ACQUISITIONS - GENERAL
Item #

Priority

Function Description

ACQ-1

H

ACQ-2

H

Module Integration
Acquisitions Module integrates with all other subsystems, with acquisitions
records and statuses displaying in real-time, in all of the modules
Separate Acquisitions Files
Each library or jurisdiction within SNAP can have their own unique and
private implementation of the acquisitions functionality.

Please note if any parts of the acquisitions functionality would have to be
shared among the member libraries.
Explanation for part of Acquisitions Module that are share:

ACQ-3

M

ACQ-4

H

Individual Item Verification
Ability to display and verify individual titles that have come on a
monographic standing order, blanket order or membership
Purchase Requests
Mechanism for any library user, whether an individual or department, to
submit a request for possible purchase

Describe how your system provides this functionality.
Purchase Request Options:

ACQ-5

M

Staff Accessible Selection Lists
Availability of selection lists to library staff, with access controlled by user
login and password.
Describe how your system provides this functionality.

Selection List Options:

ACQ-6

M

Collection Development
Support for collection development activities.

Describe the features which offer useful information to support collection
development activities.
Collection Development Features (other than reports):

ACQ-6
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M

Record Editing
Ability to add, edit, and delete MARC Holdings records and item records
through the Acquisitions module
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Vendor
Status

ACQUISITIONS REQUIREMENTS – GENERAL
Item #

Priority

Function Description

ACQ-7

M

ACQ-8

H

ACQ-7

H

ACQ-8

H

ACQ-9

H

ACQ-10

H

ACQ-11

M

Archival File Maintenance
Maintenance of a historical or archival file of acquisitions activities for
library-specified time period
Retention Schedule
System provides the ability for each SNAP library to determine the criteria
for the batch deletion of acquisitions data.
Online History File
Maintains an online history file which can be retrieved through the staff
interface using the same criteria as the on-order file
Multiple Fiscal Years Active
Ability to have more than one fiscal year active at one time
Automatic Patron Notification
Supports the ability to set up automatic patron notification when an on-order
title is cancelled and the hold is removed.
Record Searching
Ability to search acquisitions records by title, ISBN, and PO Number.
User Customizations
Support for each user to set up defaults for screen colors, font sizes, search
types, form values, sort orders, etc.

Describe the customizations which can be made for an individual user in the
acquisitions module.
Staff User Customization Options:
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ACQUISITIONS - ORDER/INVOICE RECORDS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

ORD-1

H

ORD-2

H

ORD-3

H

Separate Records for each SNAP Library
Each jurisdiction has a separate and private set of order and invoice
records.
Separate “In Process” Files for each SNAP Library
Allows separate “in-process” or review files for each SNAP library
Online/Electronic Ordering
Ability to interface with several vendor systems for ordering, including:








Ingram
Baker & Taylor (Title Source)
Midwest
EBSCO
BWI
Amazon
Gale Cengage

Please describe the interactions possible with each listed vendor and
include screen shots, when appropriate.
Online/Electronic Ordering Functionality:

ORD-4

M

ORD-5

H

ORD-6

M

Lists by Order Creator
System provides the ability to generate lists of orders placed under a
specific login at each library.
Order Records in OPAC
Ability to integrate order records into the OPAC, including the ability to
retrieve the order records through all of the available searches
Supported Order Types
Accommodate the following types of orders:
 firm orders
 standing orders
 blanket orders
 continuations
 gifts
 prepaid orders
 gratis orders
 deposit account orders
 serial orders
 exchanges
 replacement
 memberships
Indicate if any of the above types of orders are not available in your
system.
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ACQUISITIONS REQUIREMENTS – ORDER/INVOICE RECORDS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

Order Types Not Available:

ORD-7

M

ORD-8

H

ORD-9

H

ORD-10

M

ORD-11

H

ORD-12

H

Local Notes
Ability to enter locally defined notes field in the order record which are
keyword searchable in the staff client, and optionally, the OPAC
Multiple Orders on a Single Bib
Allows multiple order records to be attached to a single bibliographic
record
Multiple PO’s on Multiple Bibs
A single purchase order can be linked to multiple bibliographic records
Link and Unlink POs
Ability for staff to link and unlink purchase order records to bibliographic
records
Order Blocking and Override
Block order generation if funds are not available, with option to override
with appropriate permissions
Automatic Suppression/Display
Ability to display or suppress order records from the public view manually
or through a batch process.

Can the templates provided by your system allow individual libraries to
control the display of order records for different types of orders?
Templates allow suppression/display:

ORD-13

M

ORD-14

M

ORD-15

M

ORD-16

M

ORD-17

M

ORD-18

M

ORD-19

M

Suppressing Received Records
On order bibliographic records for which material has been received but
not cataloged can be suppressed from public view
Suppressing Selected Fields
Selected fields in the order record can be suppressed from public view
Removing Cancelled Orders
Cancelled orders are automatically removed from the OPAC/public access
Editing Pos
Authorized staff have the ability to edit vendor code and name on the
purchase order
Unlimited Number of POs
Support unlimited number of purchase order records
Prevent Duplicates
Prevents the use of a duplicate purchase order numbers
Electronic Submission of Orders
Supports electronic submission of orders to the following vendors:
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Ingram
Baker & Taylor (Title Source)
Midwest
EBSCO
BWI
Amazon
Gale Cengage
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ACQUISITIONS REQUIREMENTS – ORDER/INVOICE RECORDS
Item #

Priority

Function Description





ORD-20

M

Random House/Books on Tape
Recorded Books
Findaway World (Playaway)
Alibris

EDI
System supports electronic data interchange EDI with the following
vendors for order and fulfillment information (2 way communication):












Ingram
Baker & Taylor (Title Source)
Midwest
EBSCO
BWI
Amazon
Gale Cengage
Random House/Books on Tape
Recorded Books
Findaway World (Playaway)
Alibris

Please describe any limitations in EDI capability.
EDI Limitations:

ORD-21
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M

Cancelling and Changing Orders
Supports the ability to cancel one or more orders by vendor and to change
the vendor designation on those order records
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ACQUISITIONS REQUIREMENTS – ORDER/INVOICE RECORDS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

ORD-22

M

Searching Order File
Ability to search and sort the on order file by:
 fund code(s)
 subject area
 vendor name
 vendor code
 invoice number
 item ID/order number
 order status
 PO Number
 Alt PO Number
 Order Date
 Local notes
 ISBN
 Title
 Author
 Branch
 Multi-field search: author/title
 Subject area
 Keyword
 Bibliographic control number

ORD-23

M

Unlimited Invoice Records
Supports unlimited number of invoice records

ORD-24

H

ORD-25

H

ORD-26

M

Searching Invoice File
Allows staff to search invoice records by:
 vendor name
 vendor code
 vendor invoice number
 order date
 ISBN
Manual Order Creation
Allows for manual creation of order records in the acquisitions module,
with or without the addition of bibliographic information
Multi-year Subscriptions
Supports multi-year subscriptions for serial orders

ORD-27

M

ORD-28

H

ORD-29

M

ORD-30

H

ORD-31

H
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Reminder Report
Supplies a reminder report at a library-specified time prior to renewal for
all titles that are ordered directly from the publisher
Printing Order Forms
Supports local printing of order forms both on-demand and in batch mode
for each SNAP library.
Customizing Order Forms
Allows library to edit vendor and bibliographic data to be included on
printed forms
Distribution Formulas
Ability to create an unlimited number of distribution formulas based on
different library and collection criteria.
Applying Distribution Formulas
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ACQUISITIONS REQUIREMENTS – ORDER/INVOICE RECORDS
Item #

Priority

ORD-32

H

Function Description
Ability to apply specific distribution formula to any order (e.g. templates)
Cascading Orders
Support for cascading orders with a library-defined hierarchy of vendors.
If one vendor cannot fill an order, the system automatically send the order
to the next vendor in line.
Describe how your system supports this type of functionality.

Cascading Order Functionality:
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ACQUISITIONS - VENDOR RECORDS/FILE
Item #

Priority

Function Description

VEN-1

H

VEN-2

H

VEN-3

H

Separate Vendor Files
Can maintain separate vendor files for each SNAP library
Managing Vendor Records
Allows authorized staff to add, edit and delete vendor records
Searching Vendor Records
Support the searching of vendor records by:
 vendor name
 vendor code
 local notes
 keyword
 account number
 retrieve “all”

VEN-4

M

VEN-5

H

VEN-6

H

VEN-7

M

VEN-8

H

VEN-9

H
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Multiple Contacts
Accommodates multiple addresses and contacts for each vendor and a way to
link each order or claim to a specific contact
Web & Email Addresses
Vendor records include web address and email addresses
Free-text Note
Vendor records include a field for free-text notes
Unlimited Vendor Records
Allows for an unlimited number of vendor records
Financial Information by Vendor
Maintains financial information on every vendor, including amounts
encumbered, owed and paid
Multiple Accounts
Support for multiple accounts for each library for a single vendor.
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ACQUISITIONS - RECEIVING
Item #

Priority

Function Description

REC-1

H

REC-2

M

REC-3

M

REC-4

M

Separate Receive Functions
Allows authorized staff from each library to receive items for their library
only
On-Hold Item Recognition
Ability to detect and react to holds on items during receipt processing
Receive without Invoice
Allows for the receipt of items without an accompanying invoice
Record Locking
System locks acquisitions records while they are edited.

Describe how your system handles record locking and if you provide a
view-only display if user is not able to edit.
Record Locking Functionality:

REC-5

H

REC-7

H

REC-8

H

REC-9

M

Editing Order Records
Ability to edit order records in a received status, with appropriate
authorization
Support for Other Charges
Support charges for shipping, taxes, bank charges, rush charges, credit
memos , processing charges and surcharges
Library-Specific Return Forms
Support the generation of library-specific return forms for defective,
incorrect or duplicate material
EDI for Receiving
Supports EDI for receiving.

List all of the vendors with whom you support EDI for receiving.
Vendors for EDI Receiving:

REC-10

H

REC-11

M

Partial Receipt
Allows partial receipt of orders, allowing each individual library to
determine which items they wish to receive in a partial receipt order.
Support “UnReceive”
Supports “unReceive” functionality.
Describe the process required to “unreceive” an item in your system.

Process to Un-Receive Item:
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ACQUISITIONS - FUND ACCOUNTING
Item #

Priority

Function Description

FUN-1

H

FUN-2

H

FUN-3

M

Separate Funds
Ability for each SNAP library to maintain their own unique and private fund
structure
Shifting Monies
Allows authorized staff to shift monies from one fund to another, in any
amount, at any time during the fiscal year
Multiple Funds – Single Item
Allows charging one item to two or more funds

FUN-4

M

FUN-5

H

Multiple Copies – Multiple Funds
Allows multiple copies of a single title to be charged to multiple funds
Fiscal Year End
Multiple options for moving encumbrances, allocations and orders from one
fiscal year to the next. Allowing each SNAP library to select their own
option.

Please describe the options available below.
Fiscal Year End Options:

FUN-6

H

FUN-7

H

Real-time Updates
Funds are updated and balanced in real-time
Data for Funds
For each fund, the following data is retained and displayed:
 account number
 allocation
 cumulative encumbrance
 cumulative expenditure
 cash balance
 free balance
 PO Number
 Discount
 Average price

Please describe any data is that not retained and/or displayed.
Fund data not Retained or Displayed:

FUN-17

H

Customized Fund Display:
Online fund display is customizable for each SNAP library (jurisdiction),
allowing each library to designate the fields which display.

FUN-8

H

FUN-9

H

Blocking Encumbrances
Option to block new encumbrances when funds are over-encumbered or
over-expended by more than library-specified amounts
Override Encumbrance Blocks
Authorized staff are allowed to override blocks on fund encumbrances
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ACQUISITIONS REQUIREMENTS – FUND ACCOUNTING
Item #

Priority

Function Description

FUN-10

H

FUN-11

M

FUN-12

M

FUN-15

H

FUN-16

H

FUN-18

H

FUN-19

H

FUN-20

H

FUN-21

M

FUN-22

M

FUN-23

H

Temporary Freeze
Can allow a temporary freezing of a fund, which can be overridden with
appropriate authorization
Subdivided Funds
Allows a single fund to be subdivided
Grouping of Accounts
Supports the grouping of accounts by fund subdivision
New Accounts
Allows the creation of accounts at any time during the fiscal year
Updating Fund Records
Allows authorized staff to update fund records at any time during the fiscal
year
Tracking Adjustments
Tracks adjustments to funds, including changes made, date and operator ID
Fiscal Year Dates
Fiscal year beginning and ending dates are determined by each library
Unlimited Number of Funds
Unlimited number of funds allowed
Cumulative Spending Report
Reports cumulative spending in different categories for each account
grouping by fund subdivision
Distribution Formulas
Creates distribution formulas to allocate purchases between funds
Free-text Note
System provides a free-text note field associated with fund transfers.
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ACQUISITIONS - CLAIMING (NON-SERIALS)
Item #

Priority

Function Description

CLM-1

H

Claiming/Cancellation Support
Supports claiming and cancellation of orders

CLM-2

M

CLM-3

H

Electronic or Printed Claims
Ability to generate electronic and printed claims
Electronic Claims
Ability to send claim notices electronically to the following vendors:













Alibris
Amazon
Baker & Taylor (Title Source)
BWI
EBSCO
Findaway World (Playaway)
Gale Cengage
Ingram
Midwest
Random House/Books on Tape
Recorded Books
W.T. Cox

Describe any vendors that you cannot send electronic claim notices to:
No electronic claim notices for the following vendors:

CLM-4

M

CLM-5

M

CLM-6

H

CLM-7

M

CLM-8

H

On-demand Claims
Allows authorized staff to generate on-demand claims
Edit Predictions
Allows authorized staff to edit a predictive claim date
Claim Preview
Provides a preview of electronic and printed claims
Claiming Partial Order
Allows the claiming of a part of an order
Claim Updating
Supports claim updating.
Describe how your system updates claim records when claimed item is
received by library staff.

Updating Claim Functionality:
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ACQUISITIONS REPORTS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

ARP-1

H

Pre-defined Reports
Excellent collection of pre-defined acquisitions reports are available
through the module.

Does your system allow a user to customize reports using parameters such
as:
 Start/End date for report
 key to report (order date, vendor, branch, fund, source field, invoice
number, Alternate, order number, PO number, status code)
 Value of key
 Status codes.
Pre-defined Report Functionality:

ARP-2

H

ARP-3

H

ARP-4

H

ARP-5

H

ARP-6

H

Custom Report Layout
Ability to fully customize layout and appearance of acquisitions reports.
Ability to display, print, email, or save report to standard formats including
CSV and Excel, as well as to customizable formats.
On-demand Reports
All reports are available on-demand and include real time data
Vendor Performance
Provides a detailed vendor performance report for library-specified time
periods and report on orders placed, received, claimed, cancelled and
average discount.
Average Fulfillment Time
Provides a report which tracks the average fulfillment time (from order date
or projected publication date) for all vendors
Vendor Performance Statistics
Performance statistics include (by library-specified date range):
 number of copies cancelled
 total amount ordered
 amount encumbered
 amount invoiced
 total number of orders
 number of copies received
 average order price
 average discount by vendor

List any of the above performance statistics that are not readily available:
Unavailable performance statistics:

ARP-7

H

ARP-8

H
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Paid Invoices
Provides a report of all paid invoices by vendor for the year-to-date
Open Invoices
Report available of all open invoices by vendor.
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ACQUISITIONS REQUIREMENTS – ACQUISITIONS REPORTS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

ARP-9

H

ARP-10

H

ARP-11

M

ARP-12

M

Expenditure Report
Expenditure and encumbrance reports are limited by library-specified date
range and should contain at least:
 call number
 location
 record type
 department
 fund
 vendor
 publisher
 requestor
Report Download
Provides a download function for acquisitions reports to allow users to
import the data into programs such as MS Excel
Single Report
Provides reports of items received/not cataloged and ordered/not yet
received, limited by library-specified date range, and should include bib,
holdings, item, ISBN, invoice, vendor, fund and subject area
Single Report
Report of funds which are close to maximum spending limit
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SERIALS REQUIREMENTS
SERIALS - GENERAL
Item #

Priority

Function Description

SER-1

H

SER-2

H

SER-3

M

SER-4

M

Separate Serials Modules
Allows each SNAP libraries to use the Serials Module without affecting the
other SNAP libraries
Module Integration
Serials module is integrated with the other subsystems: OPAC, circulation,
cataloging, acquisitions, interlibrary loan, binding and reserve
Types of Serials to Receive
Supports the receipt of journals, series, and supplements
Upcoming Publications
System supports the prediction of upcoming publications

SER-5

M

SER-6

M

Local Notes
System supports the inclusion of individual library free-text notes fields for
serials issues.
Searching Serials
Supports the following searches in the staff interface:
1. keyword
2. vendor name
3. vendor code
4. vendor title number
5. ISSN
6. system ID number
7. bibliographic control number
8. issue
9. title
10. branch
11. PO Number
Please indicate if any of these searches are not available.

Searches not Available:

SER-7

M

SER-8

M

SER-9

H

SER-10

H
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User Search Default
System allows each user to set up a default type of search in the serials
module.
Serials Holdings Display
Supports the display of summary and detailed holdings records from the
serials module in the OPAC
Receiving Serial Issues
Supports quick and simple receipt and un-receipt of serial issues
Serial Types Supported
Allows for all types of serials in all types of media, including periodicals,
loose leafs, monographic series, conference proceedings, technical reports,
electronic files and CD/DVDs
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Vendor
Status

SERIALS REQUIRMENTS - GENERAL
Item #

Priority

Function Description

SER-11

H

SER-12

H

SER-13

H

SER-14

M

SER-15

M

SER-16

H

SER-17

H

Supplemental Material
Supports supplementary materials, including special issues, supplements,
inserts, pocket parts, replacement pages, and maps
Types of Serials
Supports multi-part issues, replacement volumes, volume indexes, and
cumulative indexes
Non-Predicted Issue Receipt
Can easily receive non-predicted issues, issues that come out of order and
irregular serials
Publication Frequency
Supports any publication frequency, with each SNAP library having their
own “grid” for a specific title.
Captions/Patterns
Allows staff to add, update and delete serial captions and publication patterns
Editing Copies
Allows staff to quickly add, edit or delete copies
Templates/Grids
Includes templates for common publication patterns which can be edited and
cloned by authorized staff.

Describe how these templates are implemented and utilized in your system,
giving examples of typical workflows.
Templates for Publication Patterns:

SER-18

H

SER-19

H

SER-20

H

SER-21

H

SER-22

H

SER-23

H

SER-24

H
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Generating Claims during Receiving
Allows receiving staff to generate claims in the check-in module when an
issue has been skipped
Real-time Updates
Updates issue status information in real-time and display current status in
OPAC and other staff modules
Serial Notes
Availability of a public and a non-public note for each issue which are
indexed and searchable through the public and staff interfaces.
Routing Slips
System provides customized routing slips for each library for each serial title
which is automatically printed during the check in process
Adding Barcodes/Item Records
Allows receiving staff to add barcodes and item records through the Serials
module
Claim Interval Editing
Allows authorized staff to edit claim intervals
Disable Automatic Claiming
Provides a way for each SNAP library to disable the automatic claiming
function without affecting the other SNAP libraries.
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Vendor
Status

SERIALS REQUIRMENTS - GENERAL
Item #

Priority

Function Description

SER-25

H

Electronic Claim Support
Supports the electronic transmission of claims to the following vendors:




WT Cox
EBSCO
NY Times

List any exceptions:
Exceptions:

SER-26

H

SER-27

H

SER-28

H

Minimum Data Required
Prompts staff for the entry of required data and block final creation of a
check-in record until the minimum required data elements have been entered
Over-ride Check In Date
Allows authorized staff to override the system-supplied check-in date
Online Serial Access
Provides method for accessing online serials through the ILS interface.
Please describe how your system would handle online serial access for all of
the 7 SNAP libraries, with each library having access to different services
and each library having their own unique URL for access.

Accessing Online Serials:

SER-29

M

SER-30

M

SER-31

H

SER-32

M

Projecting Expenditures
Provides a mechanism for projecting the next years’ serials expenditures
based on current year serial orders, cancellations and renewal instructions,
taking into consideration inflation factors and country of origin, etc.
EDI and Serial Invoices
Ability to post serial invoices from all major domestic and foreign vendors
using EDI or other electronic means. Please describe your electronic invoice
capabilities
Deleting Individual Issue
System allows each library to delete an individual issue of a serial, with the
deletion shown in the OPAC in real-time.
Serial Payment Support
Support payment of serials.

Describe what features of your system are available for supporting the
payment of serial items.
Serial Payment Options:
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SERIALS REQUIRMENTS - GENERAL
Item #

Priority

Function Description

SER-33

M

Discontinued Serials
Supports discontinuation of serials.
Please describe how your system would handle a serial which is
discontinued. For example, would clearing the holdings information or
changing a field in the serial record affect the fund accounting associated
with the title or would editing of the fund/acquisitions record be required?

Discontinued Serials:

SER-34

H

Label Printing
System supports the printing of labels, customized for each SNAP library
and printed using a variety of printer hardware.

Please describe the label printing capabilities for serials in your system.
Label Printing Options:
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SERIALS REPORTS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

SRP-1

H

SRP-2

M

Flexible Report Generator
System provides a flexible report generator for reporting for data and usage
of serial records. Output in CSV or Excel format.
General Reports
Systems provides the following canned cataloging reports:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Not Yet Received
Out of Binding
Number Serial Titles
Volumes Returned from Bindery
Volumes Returned from Bindery
Current subscriptions by Library
Online subscriptions by Library
New subscriptions by Library
Cost of Titles by Library
Outstanding Claims by Library
Expiring subscriptions by Library
Issued received by Library

Please indicate if any of the above reports are not available in your system.

SRP-3

M

SRP-4

M

SRP-5

M

SRP-6

M

SRP-7

M

SRP-8

M

SRP-9

M

SRP-10

M
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Number Pieces Checked in Report
Provides a report of the number of pieces checked in at one library, limited
to a specified date range input by operator
Journals by Subject Report
List of active journal subscriptions within specified subject areas
Publisher Report
Report by publisher, vendor or subject of the number of subscriptions, cost,
average cost of subscription and percent of total cost
Due for Renewal by Library Report
List of all active subscriptions due for renewal before a specified date, for a
single SNAP library.
Outstanding Claims Report
List of outstanding claims for a single SNAP library, including the claim
number (i.e. first, second, third)
Subscriptions in a Year Report
Total number of subscriptions added for a single SNAP library in a year
(time period)
Subscription Expire Alert
Alert for subscription expiration, one month in advance of expiry date, for
each SNAP library.
Titles Held at Branches Report
Report of what titles are held at which branches for multi-branch libraries
within SNAP.
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SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

SAI-1

H

SysAdmin Interface
System provides a System Administration interface which allows SNAP
staff to set and edit ALL parameters, standardized codes and settings
available in the system.

SAI-2

M

SAI-3

M

SysAdmin Access
Access to System Administration functions is restricted to those with
appropriate permissions.
SysAdmin Access Granularity
Access to System Administration functions can be granted to specific
functions such as notice administration and library calendars.

Please describe the granularity of access available within the System
Administration area in your system.
System Administration Granularity:

SAI-4

M

Library/Branch/Location/Shelving Codes/Fields
System provides four separate fields for defining a specific location for an
item. Each item could include the SNAP library, the branch, the location
within the branch and a shelving location.
Please describe the fields available in your system for designating a specific
location for an item. Include screen shots of the System Administration
interface for these location codes/fields.

Location Codes/Fields:

SAI-5

M

Media/Item Type Codes/Fields
System provides a method for designating the format, type and/or media of
an item.
Please describe the media and item type codes and fields available in your
system. Include screen shots of the System Administration interface for
these codes/fields.

Media Codes/Fields:

SAI-5

M

Patron Type Codes/Fields
System provides one or more fields which can be used to differentiate
patrons.
Please describe the codes/fields available in your system for designating
patron type or other patron attributes. Include screen shots of the System
Administration interface for these codes/fields.

Patron Codes/Fields:
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SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

SAI-6

M

Circulation Parameters
System provides an interface for updating the circulation parameters which
control loans, holds, notices, etc.

Please describe the System Administration module used for maintaining
circulation parameters. Include screen shots when appropriate.
Circulation Parameter Maintenance
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THIRD PARTY INTERFACES
Item #

Priority

TP1-1

H

TPI-2

H

Function Description

Vendor
Status

Patron Authentication
System is compatible with EZProxy
What other patron authentication systems do you support? Please note which are being utilized by your
current clients.

PC Management Systems
System supports patron validation for public computer management or
reservation systems currently in place. Products include:
 Library OnLine (LOL)
 Librarica (wireless access)
 Cassie (wireless access)
 Cybrarian
 PC Reservations
 Public Web Browser
 Userful
Please indicate any other PC Management System being utilized by your
current clients.

PC Management System Support:

TPI-3

H

Security
System supports the use of 3M security gates and EM strips.

What other security systems are being utilized by current customers (EM,
RFID, other)?
Security System Support:

TPI-4

H

Self-Check
System interfaces with current 3M self-check machines V Series, 6300 and
BCS 9410.

Please describe any limitations for interaction with a specific self-check
model
Self-Check Functionality:
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THIRD PARTY INTERFACES
Item #

Priority

Function Description

TPI-5

H

Printing Integration
System integrates with 3p print solutions used by SNAP libraries.
Describe the interfaces available for integrating your system with a 3 rd party
printing solution. SNAP is interested in features such as user authorization,
electronic payments, and limits for the number of free pages. The printing
integration systems currently in use include:




DigiNet
Envisionware LPT:1
GoPrint

Printing Integration:

TPI-6

H

Electronic & Audio Books
Support supports real time integration with products used by SNAP libraries.
Please describe the types of real-time integration possible with the following
vendor systems:
 Overdrive
 NetLibrary
 Recorded Books
 Safari
 Tumblebooks
 Google books
 Internet Archive
 Guttenberg Project
 OpenLibrary
1.

Can MARC or Dublin Core records from these vendors be loaded into
the catalog?
2. If you have a discovery layer, which of the above collections can be
included in the public search?
3. Do items “checked out” from these services display in the “my account”
area of the public interface?
4. Can users update their email address in the remote system and have that
reflected in their local ILS account?
Electronic & Audio Book Integration:
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THIRD PARTY INTERFACES
Item #

Priority

Function Description

TPI-7

H

Resource Sharing Systems
Support for URSA, OCLC R-S and ILLiad.
SNAP Libraries participate in other resource sharing systems. Please
describe the types of interconnectivity and circulation interoperability
available for:
 URSA
 OCLC Resource Sharing
 ILLiad

Name any other resource sharing systems supported and being used by
current clients.
Resource Sharing System Support:

TPI-8

H

Enhanced Content
Support for enhanced content.
Please describe the capabilities in your system for including enhanced
content from the vendors listed below.
 Syndetics
 Bookletters
 Amazon
 ContentCafe
 ChiliFresh
 NoveList
 LibraryThing
 Fiction Connection
Can individual SNAP libraries control which enhanced content is available
to their local patrons?

Please include pricing options for services which can be included in your
system
Enhanced Content Options:

TPI-9

H

TPI-10

H
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System Interfaces
System supports integration with “Next Reads” (NoveList) and “Dear
Reader” (dearreader.com).
Collection Agency
Ability for select SNAP libraries to interface with Unique Management
(UMS) for collecting monies from patrons
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THIRD PARTY INTERFACES
Item #

Priority

Function Description

TPI-11

H

Other Financial Interfaces
Ability to interface with external systems for collection and reporting of
fines and fees, including:
 PeopleSoft
 Banner Sungard
 DataTel
Describe the types of interfaces available for these external financial
systems.

Financial Interfaces:

TPI-12

H

Barcode Scanners
System support SNAP barcode scanners including:



TPI-13

H

Receipt Printers
System support the receipt printers including:







TPI-14

H

TPI-15

M

TPI-16

M
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Metrologic MS9500 Voyager series (usb)
Unitech MS100 Pen Scanners (usb)

Star Micronics TSP 650 series
Star Micronics TSP 600 series
Citizen CT-S310a
Japan CBM Corp. Model iDP 3551
Star Micronics TSP 200 series
Ithaca iTherm 280s (with self-check)

Shortened URLs
Provides shortened or simple URLs for links to all bibliographic records and
searches performed in the catalog.
LibraryElf Support
System supports use of LibraryElf service (libraryelf.com).
Boopsie Support
System supports the use of Boopsie (boopsie.com)
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API’S AND STANDARDS
API’S
Item #

Priority

Function Description

API-1

H

API for searching catalog.
System provides querying catalog through robust API.
Please respond to the following questions:
1. What language and/or protocols are used for accessing your API?
2. What bibliographic and item elements can be used to request data from
the catalog?
3. What bibliographic and item elements are available to be retrieved and
in what format?

Catalog Search API:

API-2

H

Specific API Applications:
Support other uses of API beyond search.
Could we use the API to retrieve:
1. A list of all DVDs, ebooks or audiobooks
2. A search result limited to currently available items
3. A list of recently added items
4. A list of recently returned items

API-3

H

Customer/Patron API
System supports querying customer /patron data through robust API.
Can your customer/patron API be used to
1. Place, update, delete holds customer holds
2. Update customer records (editing address, name, phone, email, etc.)
3. Retrieve catalog details on an item (marc info elements)
4. Get item status (where it is in the system, how many, etc.)
5. Get customer status (what they have on hold, blocks)
6. Create customer account (to allow us to generate active card number)
7. Add, edit, delete items on a personal list (if the ILS supports this)
8. Get a list of customer saved searches

Patron API Description:

API-4

H

API Documentation
API is well documented.
Please attach any documentation available on currently accessible APIs as
an appendix.
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API’S AND STANDARDS – API’S
API-5

H

OPAC as Website
System provides a library website option.
If one of the SNAP libraries wanted to use your public interface as their
library website, are there options for incorporating their website content into
your public interface? If yes, please provide some examples of libraries that
have done this.

OPAC as Website Options:

API-6

M

Statistics API
System supports an API for gathering statistical information. If yes, please
describe the data which is available through this API.

Statistical API:
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STANDARDS
Item #

Priority

STD-1

H

STD-2

H

Function Description

Z39.50 Support
System supports Z39.50 If so, what version of the standard is currently
supported?
Z39.50 Support Details:

SIP2 Support
System supports SIP2. Include details about specific messages that are
supported and the products supported for current customers.

SIP2 Support Details:

STD-3

H

NCIP Support
System supports NCIP. Please provide details about NCIP messages
supported.

NCIP Support Details:

STD-4

H

Support for New Products
Actively adds support for new products.
Describe your process for add support for new products via SIP2, NCIP,
Z39.50, including any charges that are involved.

New Product Support with Standards:

STD-5

M

Other Protocols Supported
Supports other important protocols.

Please name protocols currently supported, including EDI/X.12, FTP,
SMTP, HTTP, SOAP, web services, and others, as appropriate.
Other Protocols/Standards:
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SYSTEMS/IT REQUIREMENTS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

SYS-1

L

Database Structure
Database structure is standard.
Describe the database structure for your system (e.g. SQL).
Provide database schemas, if possible.

Database Structure:

SYS-2

H

Staff Permissions
Permissions for individual staff logins are very granular and administered by
individual libraries.

Staff Permissions:

SYS-3

L

Direct Database Access
Allows read-only access directly to the database through SQL, or other
methodology.

Describe methods to access and levels of privileges available.
Direct Database Access:

SYS-4

L

Backups
Support for easily backing up system.
Please document how backups are completed on your system and if there is
any downtime required for backup activities.
What is the average time to complete a backup for a system containing
260,000 bibliographic records, 1.3 million item records and 260,000 patron
records?

System Backups:

SYS-5

M

Technical Skills Required
Technical skills of system staff are reasonable.
What staff skills are required and/or recommended to support and maintain
the server?

Staff Skills Required:
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SYSTEMS/IT REQUIREMENTS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

SYS-6

M

ILS Upgrades
System is upgraded frequently enough to stay current and are easy to apply.
How and how often are ILS upgrades distributed?

Upgrade Process:

SYS-7

M

Disaster Recovery
Support for disaster recovery.
Describe your disaster recovery support in the areas of hardware, software
and data. What is the estimated recovery time if the system had to be
restored from a backup?

Disaster Recovery:

SYS-8

M

Server Environment
Commodity hardware can be used.
Hardware What hardware, software and network equipment are used for the
server? Can system be run in a virtualized environment. Describe what
cloud based services you support or which customers are currently using.

Server Environment:

SYS-9

M

Hardware Purchasing
Hardware purchases controlled by SNAP.
Does SNAP have a choice to purchase server hardware and software from
your company or from another vendor?

Hardware Options:

SYS-10

M

Current Server
Current hardware is compatible.
Below are the specifications for a server recently purchased by SNAP.
Would this hardware be compatible for use with your system?
Sun T3-1 with 16 cores 1.65 Ghz CPUs, 2 RU, 16GB DDR3; 2x300Gb disk;
Quad Gigabit Ethernet UTP, dual power card adapter, DVD slim line

Current Hardware Compatibility:
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SYSTEMS/IT REQUIREMENTS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

SYS-11

M

Client Software
Minimal software requirements for client.
What software is required for the client modules?

Client Software:

SYS-12

L

Workstation Specifications
Minimal hardware requirements for staff client.

What are the minimum and recommended specifications for a staff
workstation?
Workstation Specification:

SYS-13

M

Operating System/Programming Languages
Common operating systems and programming languages used.

What operating system and programming languages are used by your
system? What versions of these applications are employed?
Operating System & Programming Languages:

SYS-14

M

Monitoring Software
Includes or is compatible with monitoring software.
What monitoring software is available and/or recommended for alerting
system staff to IT problems related to the ILS and to the server?

Monitoring Software:

SYS-15

M

Hardware Installation
Hardware can be easily procured.
How is hardware installation handled? If hardware is purchased from a
separate vendor, does that hardware need to be shipped to your company or
can it be sent directly to the library?

Hardware Installation:

SYS-16

M

Software Conflicts
No software conflicts.
Are there any known software conflicts between the software utilized by
your system and common PC programs for virus scanning, content filters,
etc.
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SYSTEMS/IT REQUIREMENTS
Item #

Priority

Function Description

Software Conflicts:

SYS-17

M

Staff Client Operating Systems
Support for most operating systems.

What operating systems are currently being utilized to run your staff client
software? Android, MAC, iPad, Windows7, etc.
Staff Client Operating Systems:

SYS-18

M

Encryption
Data encrypted between ILS and wireless devices.
Is, or can data be encrypted between any wireless device running your
client/staff software and the ILS encrypted?

Encryption:

SYS-19

H

Shelving Location Codes
Shelving locations are flexible.

How does your system handle shelving location information within a
branch? Can individual libraries add/edit/delete their own shelving locations
without affecting the other libraries in the system.
Shelving Location Information:

SYS-20

H

Support
Help desk support is available during key hours.
What hours is your help desk available?
How do you prioritize support tickets that are placed through your help
desk? What is the turnaround time for responding to support tickets?

Support:
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IMPLEMENTATION, MIGRATION AND TRAINING
Item #

Priority

Function Description

IMT-1

M

Implementation Schedule
Implementation plan is provided and appears reasonable.

Please provide a sample implementation and schedule which would be used
for SNAP
Implementation Schedule:

IMT-2

M

Training
Training options are acceptable.
Please describe the training proposed for SNAP libraries and cost information
for additional training time.

Training:

IMT-3

M

Migration Services
Needed migration services are available.

Record migration services to include bibliographic, item, summary holdings,
circulation transactions (charge, hold, lost), patron (including outstanding
fines and fees), and authority. Please describe all data types which can be
migrated to your system from the current CARL.X system.
Record Migration Services:
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VENDOR INFORMATION
Please provide the following information with your response to this RFP:

VENDOR’S COMPANY
Name
Home office address
Sales/customer service office in or near Denver, Colorado
Name, title, telephone and email address for primary contact for proposal

ALLOCATION OF STAFF
Please use these categories as guidelines and represent your company in the most appropriate ways.
Research and Development
Customer Service/Support
Sales
Administration
Implementation
Training

REFERENCES
Please provide 3-5 references which can accurately reflect the system performance and company support.
References should include similar installations as well as references which are close in proximity to SNAP to allow
for possible site visits.
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VENDOR INFORMATION

CUSTOMERS, EXPERIENCE AND HISTORY
How many customers are currently running production versions of your ILS? What sizes and kinds of libraries
make up your customer base?

How many years has your company worked in the ILS marketplace?

Is your company currently for sale or involved in any transactions to expand or to be acquired by another
organization? If so, please explain.

Has your company been involved in a merger, acquisition, or reorganization in the last three years? If so, please
describe.
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